
A. Switch Operated

Item Description Benefits Cost

A1 Click on 2 Use switches with main powered devices.  

Features include direct, latch and timed 

settings. (switches not supplied)

£3.00                    

(£10 deposit)

A2 Big Mack This simple communicator has lots of uses! It’s 

easy to record speech, music or any sound into 

the BIGmack. Record a repeated phrase for a 

user to play back at the right time. Simply press 

to hear the sound.

£2.50               

(£10 deposit)

A3 Big red twist The Big Red offers a 125mm activation surface 

with tactile and auditory feedback and 

interchangeable red, yellow, green and blue 

switch tops.

£1.50

A4 Big red twist The Big Red offers a 125mm activation surface 

with tactile and auditory feedback and 

interchangeable red, yellow, green and blue 

switch tops.

£1.50

A5 Jelly bean twist The Jelly Bean offers a 65mm activation surface 

with tactile and auditory feedback and 

interchangeable red, yellow, green and blue 

switch tops

£1.50
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A6 Buddy Button A reliable, durable, colourful switch, with 

auditory and tactile feedback.

£1.00

A7 Set of 3 slimline switches A slimline switch which is activated by pressing 

the brightly coloured plate. With an overall 

height of 10mm, the large surface plate 

requires very little pressure, ensuring ease of 

use. Can be used as a foot switch.

£1.50

A8 Vibrating Pillow The Vibrating Pillow is relaxing and 

comfortable.  Vibration activated by either 

pressure or by presing switch.

£2.00

A9 Dance and Move Beat Bo Dance and Move BeatBo is a perfect playtime 

pal for singing, dancing, moving and grooving! 

Use up to three switches to activate his three 

modes.

£2.00

A10 Eurostar Train set  This set is styled on the EuroStar service and 

comes complete with robust locomotive, 

coaches, track, hand-controller, play mat and a 

switch accessible controller designed for switch 

users. 

£3.00              

(£10 deposit)



A. Switch Operated
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A115 Switch adapted Vtech Phone Fun toy that makes noise when operated by a 

switch.  Switch to be loaned separately 

£1.50

A116 Switch Adapted Fimbles Toy Fun toy that makes noise when operated by a 

switch.  Switch to be loaned separately 

£1.50

A117 Switch Adapted Winnie the Pooh My First 

Words

Fun toy that makes noise when operated by a 

switch.  Switch to be loaned separately 

£1.50

A118 Switch Adapted Train Toy Fun toy that moves and makes noise when 

operated by a switch.  Switch to be loaned 

separately 

£1.50

A119 Switch Adapted Remote Control Car Remote control opperated via a switch to make 

the car move.  Switch to be loaned separatley.

£1.50


